Complete the following sentences with adjectives. Be creative as mush as you can!
Remember that you can use more than one adjective. The first one is an example for you.
1) It’s an expensive gold bracelet.
2) This _______ dog is called big boy.
3) Our _______ car needs washing.
4) I love this English classes, they’re so _______.
5) Selma is a cook, she prepares _______ meals.
6) The ______ shoes I bought are _______.
7) _______ cats are considered to bring bad luck.
8) The wind is so _______ that a tree has fallen.
9) Can you please help me to carry these _______ bags.
10) The concert was so ______, the neighbours complained about noise.
11) We are reading a _______novel right now.
12) The koalas are ________ animals, they sleep 18 hours a day.
13) Driving without seatbelt is _______.
14) My parents doesn’t like that series, it’s very ______.
15) I need help with my homework, it’s quite _______.
16) This bed is so _______ that Ican sleep in iit all day.
17) The opposite of “wet” is _______.
18) That _______ lady asked about you.
19) His motorbike is ______, we will be there in 5 minutes.
20) We need to arrive there before it is _______.
21) I love to lay on _______ grasses in this park.
22) They should have a _______ diet with fresh vegetables and fruits.
23) There are sixteen million people in Istanbul, it is a very _______ city.
24) This room is so _______ that two couches hardly fit.
25) There are _______ people in the meeting room, so someone is absent.
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It’s an expensive gold bracelet.
This __FAT_____ dog is called big boy.
Our _DIRTY___ car needs washing.
I love this English classes, they’re so _FUN__.
Selma is a cook, she prepares _DELICIOUS____ meals.
The __NEW____ shoes I bought are __RED / BLUE___.
__BLACK_____ cats are considered to bring bad luck.
The wind is so __FAST / STRONG_____ that a tree has fallen.
Can you please help me to carry these __HEAVY_____ bags.
The concert was so __LOUD____, the neighbours complained about noise.
We are reading a __SHORT / LONG / INTERESTING___novel right now.
The koalas are __LAZY_ animals, they sleep 18 hours a day.
Driving without seatbelt is __DANGEROUS_____.
My parents doesn’t like that series, it’s very __BORING____.
I need help with my homework, it’s quite _HARD /DIFFICULT__.
This bed is so __COMFORTABLE / SOFT__ that I can sleep in it all day.
The opposite of “wet” is ___DRY____.
That __BEAUTIFUL / YOUNG__ lady asked about you.
His motorbike is __FAST____, we will be there in 5 minutes.
We need to arrive there before it is __DARK_____.
I love to lay on __GREEN_____ grasses in this park.
They should have a __HEALTHY_____ diet with fresh vegetables and fruits.
There are sixteen million people in Istanbul, it is a very __CROWDED_____
This room is so __SMALL_____ that two couches hardly fit.
There are __NINE_____ people in the meeting room, so someone is absent.

